## Generic
- Re-write: This passage is very unclear and needs to be re-written. The proofreader is unable to help.

## Grammar and Vocab.
- Wrong word
- Word class error
- Word order error
- Wrong tense

## Style
- Awkward
- Too informal
- Repetition
- Write more concisely

## Punctuation
- Full stop needed
- Comma needed
- Misused comma
- Semi-colon needed

## Referencing
- Reference needed
- Reference incomplete
- ‘Single quote marks’ needed
- “Double quote marks” needed

## Layout
- Space needed here
- Close the space here
- Make the gaps between lines regular
- Reduce space between lines
- Remove paragraph break
- Move text to next line
- Bold font needed

## Spelling error
- Change to plural
- Change to singular
- Verb needed here
- Linking word/phrase needed
- Linking word/phrase error

## Subject - verb agreement error
- Link together your ideas
- ‘Apostrophe needed

## Change to plural
- Use cautious language
- Misplaced quote marks
- “Double quote marks” needed

## Change to singular
- Disorganised paragraph
- ‘Single quote marks’ needed
- Year needed

## Verb needed here
- Over-length paragraph
- Misplaced quote marks
- Page number needed

## Linking word/phrase needed
- Unclear pronoun reference
- Misplaced quote marks
- Bold font needed

## Pronoun needed
- [ ] Square brackets needed
- Place of publication needed
- Italic's needed

## Preposition needed
- / Forward slash needed
- URL needed
- Correct vertical alignment

## Preposition error
- - Hyphen needed
- ( ) Brackets needed
- Edition needed
- Delete bold font

## Indefinite article needed
- - En dash needed
- [ ] Square brackets needed
- Indent right

## Definite article needed
- — Em dash needed
- < > Angle brackets needed
- Check style manual

## Delete article
- Capitalise
- Italic's needed

## Run-on sentence
- Change to lower case
- Delete Italic's

## Comma splice sentence
- Bold font needed

## Sentence fragment
- Delete bold font

## Misplaced modifier
- Check cited text for accuracy

## Parallel structure error
- Make sure entry is in alphabetical order
- Swap words around
- Swap lines around
- Check style manual